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Discover your teaching passions and talents with our Schools and Teaching 2024 catalogue, where we
unveil an array of upcoming and current titles.  Whether you're navigating the initial years of your journey as
an early career teacher or seeking support for your continued professional growth, our curated selection of
books is designed to accompany you throughout your studies and career. Explore ways you can empower

and elevate your teaching experience.

INVOICING:

All our titles can be purchased in print and 
e-book format.

(click on our book titles to find out more)

If you wish to buy multiple copies of
any of our titles or take a licence to
use our material electronically, we
offer a generous discount structure. 

BULK SALES:

INVOICING:
We are also happy to invoice
universities for their purchases. Please
just send a list of the books you would
like to Di Page at
Di@criticalpublishing.com and we will
be in touch to sort out the details.
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£16.99
120pp

Published: 28/04/2023
ISBN: 9781915080653

£16.99
128pp

Published: 17/10/2022
ISBN: 9781915080134

EGfECT: Understanding Your Role in Curriculum Design and Implementation
By Henry Sauntson, Edited by Emma Hollis

A key text to help early career teachers understand the important role they can play in school curriculum
design and implementation. 

EGfECT: Teaching Early Years
By Lorna Williams and Colin Howard, Edited by Emma Hollis

An essential text specifically aimed at all beginning teachers involved in early years and Reception
teaching, to help develop outstanding professional practice.

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

Essential Guides for Early
Career Teachers

EGfECT: Professional Behaviours
By Colin Howard and Rachael Paige, Edited by Emma Hollis

This book delves into how to develop the personal and professional skills and behaviours you need to be the best early
career teacher you can be. It provides guidance on how to gain the most from mentoring conversations and how to
develop good habits around workload and managing priorities.

£16.99
96pp

Published: 17/10/2022
ISBN: 9781915080165

EGfECT: Using Cognitive Science in the Classroom
By Kelly Richens, Edited by Emma Hollis

Cognitive science is fast becoming the cornerstone for understanding how students learn and is revolutionising the
way we teach pupils at both primary and secondary levels. Explore the principles of cognitive load theory and
metacognition so that you can feel in control of your own learning and understand how to harness the learning of your
students. 

£16.99
120pp

Published: 03/11/2021
ISBN: 9781914171055
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£16.99
120pp

Published: 16/11/2020
ISBN: 9781913453091

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

EGfECT: Understanding and Developing Positive Behaviour in Schools
By Patrick Garton, Edited by Emma Hollis

This book offers key psychological insights into the factors that lie behind different behaviours, helping you understand
and manage your own behaviours as well as those of the children and young people you teach.

EGfECT: Workload - Taking Ownership of your Teaching
By Julie Greer, Edited by Emma Hollis

A carefully researched and quick read on managing workload and productivity for all early career teachers. It takes a
positive and proactive stance, encouraging early career teachers to implement strategies that will enable them to work
more effectively and ultimately bring a high level of enjoyment and job satisfaction. 

£16.99
120pp

Published: 12/11/2020
ISBN: 9781913453411

EGfECT: Special Educational Needs and Disability
By Anita Devi, Edited by Emma Hollis

An informative and accessible read on special educational needs and disability for all early career teachers. Using an
audit tool, the text builds on any previous training enabling you to ground and embed your practice for children and
young people presenting with SEND.

£16.99
120pp

Published: 09/11/2020
ISBN: 9781913063290

EGfECT: Mental Well-being and Self-care
By Sally McWilliam, Edited by Emma Hollis

This title explores these increasingly significant issues providing research on mental health and well-being for those
training to teach or in the early stages of their teaching career. It draws upon a new body of evidence-based
knowledge and an emerging lexicon that fosters and supports mentally healthy routines as teaching practice develops.

£16.99
120pp

Published: 21/10/2019
ISBN: 9781912508976

EGfECT: Assessment
By Alys Finch, Edited by Emma Hollis

Delves into research into assessment for early career teachers, linked to the new ECF. It provides a range of practical
but critically engaged strategies and approaches to assessment and offers a brief history of the core ideas and
educational philosophy underpinning these.

£16.99
120pp

Published: 09/10/2019
ISBN: 9781912508938
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Primary and Early Years
3rd 

Edition

Developing as a Reflective Early Years Professional
By Carol Hayes, Ruth Hudson, Jayne Daly, Mandy Duncan and Ann Whitehouse

The third edition of this accessible text takes a critical approach to key themes within the early years, with a focus on reflective
practice and updated content and pedagogic features that the latest legislation, curriculum and issues.

£27.99
296pp

Published: 20/05/2024
ISBN: 9781915713360

Thinking for Primary Writing
By Adrian Copping

This unique and innovative book provides a framework for teachers to develop, through their planning, a cognitive pedagogy of
writing that develops writing quality and achievement.

£19.99
192pp

Published: 08/01/2024
ISBN: 9781915713360

Learning to be a Primary Teacher
By Jonathan Glazzard and Michael Green

A comprehensive and revised guide that gives all primary trainees and early career teachers the key knowledge, understanding and
skills they need to succeed. 

£29.99
374pp

Published: 09/05/2022
ISBN: 9781914171628

An Ambitious Primary School Curriculum
By Jonathan Glazzard and Samuel Stones

Comprehensive guidance to support those involved in primary education in developing the curriculum to meet the requirements of
the new Ofsted (2019) framework. 

£22.99
200pp

Published: 15/01/2021
ISBN: 9781913453176

Reflective Primary Teaching
By Tony Ewens and Paul Cammack

Fully updated and renewed text that helps trainees and teachers develop their effectiveness by reflecting on, analysing and
improving their practice in the light of a deeper understanding of the professional Teachers' Standards. 

£23.99
208pp

Published: 07/06/2019
ISBN: 9781912096169
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General

£24.99
308pp

Published: 11/04/2022
ISBN: 9781913453213

£19.99
128pp

Published: 12/01/2022
ISBN: 9781913453893

£24.99
248pp

Published: 17/05/2021
ISBN: 9781913453978

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

An Ambitious Secondary School Curriculum
By Jonathan Glazzard and Michael Green

Comprehensive guidance to support those involved in secondary education in developing the curriculum to
meet the requirements of the new Ofsted (2019) framework. 

Nurturing Creativity in the Classroom
By Karen Hosack Janes

A must for all classroom teachers and those training to teach, this book explores the nature of creativity
with ideas and practical strategies for nurturing pupils’ creative skills in primary and secondary schools.

Equitable Education: What everyone working in education should know about
closing the attainment gap for all pupils
By Sameena Choudry

An important guide for trainees and teachers providing an in-depth understanding of the complex issues
related to the attainment of key groups of disadvantaged pupils, and practical strategies for addressing
these gaps.
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Education: The Rock and Roll Years
By Les Walton

A very personal and funny retrospective from Les Walton on a life in education over the last
three-quarters of a century. From learner, to teacher to leader and government adviser, he takes
us on his journey, delivering key messages for all those involved in education.

£24.99
328pp

Published: 13/09/2021
ISBN: 9781914171321

Teaching and Learning in International Schools
By Anssi Roiha and Eryn Wiseman

Covers the full range of topics and teaching strategies to support all practitioners in an
international school context. With more and more teachers working in international schools, this
book provides a practical and accessible examination of effective pedagogy in this specific
context. 

£14.99
128pp

Published: 10/01/2020
ISBN: 9781912508853

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

Classroom Talk
Written by Rupert Knight and Edited by Val Poultney

Written for teachers, this concise guide takes an evidence-based approach to oracy / classroom
talk with practical advice on how to engage with and evaluate the ideas explored.

£24.99
328pp

Published: 12/02/2021
ISBN: 9781913453497

A Quick Guide to Meeting the Teachers' Standards Part 1
By Mike Lansdown

A quick and handy guide to evidencing and meeting Part 1 of the Teachers’ Standards for trainee
teachers.

£19.99
88pp

Published: 01/11/2018
ISBN: 9781912508525
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Relationships Education for Primary Schools (2020): A Practical Toolkit for Teachers
By Jonathan Glazzard and Samuel Stones

Enables and supports teachers to deliver the content of the new statutory guidance for relationships education in
primary schools, operational from 2020. 

£19..99
128pp

Published: 05/06/2020
ISBN: 9781913063610

£15..99
144pp

Published: 05/06/2020
ISBN: 9781913063658

How Do I Answer That?: A Secondary School Teacher's Guide to Answering RSE Questions
By Rachel Scales

Based on years of experience, this handy, essential text provides clear answers to the questions young people ask about
relationships and sex so that you can increase your knowledge, gain confidence and ensure they receive the most
accurate and up to date information.

£19..99
136pp

Published: 08/03/2021
ISBN: 9781913453770

Relationships and Sex Education

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

Relationships and Sex Education for Secondary Schools (2020): A Practical Toolkit for
Teachers
By Jonathan Glazzard and Samuel Stones

Enables and supports teachers to deliver the content of the new statutory guidance for relationships and sex
education in secondary schools, operational from 2020.
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Coaching and Mentoring

Coaching in the Classroom
By Mark Jamieson and Rachel Wood

Provides evidence and promotes understanding of coaching (young people) in schools as a new high-impact
dimension of learning; engaging with students and teachers to enrich the learning/teaching experience, disrupt
attitudes and reimagine the future of education. 

£24..99
224pp

Published: 22/04/2024
ISBN: 9781915713698

£21.99
126pp

Published: 05/09/2022
ISBN: 9781914171772

Supporting Troubled Young People: A practical guide to helping with mental health
problems 
By Steven Walker

An accessible guide for those wanting to help and support children and young people with, or at risk of developing
mental health problems. provides any worker involved in supporting, helping and caring for young people with a
practical resource to use in their work.

£22.99
184pp

Published: 17/5/2019
ISBN: 9781912508730

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

Self-worth in children and young people: Critical and practical considerations
By Rachel Burr

This exciting book challenges the dominant approaches to children and young people’s mental health, and
provides straightforward practical strategies that can be used to address emotional upset, loss, and aid
recovery.

9
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Leadership

£19.99
222pp

Published: 25/08/2023
ISBN: 9781915713421

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

New School Leader: Simple lessons to navigate doubt, embrace challenge and lead
well every day
By Neil Renton

Written for all school leaders and headteachers who are feeling daunted by their new role or
need a little inspiration and encouragement in an existing role. 

The Head of Year’s Handbook
By Michael Power

Is it possible to achieve a good work-life balance as a head of year while still being effective and
offering the best pastoral care for your students that you can? This book shows you how.

£18.99
144pp

Published: 12/06/2020
ISBN: 9781913063214
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Being a School Governor in England
By Mary Briggs

Ensures you have all the necessary knowledge at your finger tips to be an effective school governor.  
Across primary and secondary, each of the roles within the governing body are fully outlined including
teacher, parent, community and foundation school governors.

£19.99
192pp

Published: 01/06/2023
ISBN: 9781915080929
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Special Educational Needs and Disability

£19.99
192pp

Published: 22/04/2024
ISBN: 9781915713605

£19.99
192pp

Published: 22/04/2024
ISBN: 9781915713810

£19.99
196pp

Published: 10/02/2023
ISBN: 9781915080868

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

The Best Outcomes for Young People
By Janice Cahill

Practical ways for Pupil Referral Units, APs and mainstream schools to work in partnership to secure the
best outcomes for students. 

Creating a Trauma-informed Classroom
By Sarah Lathan

Shows teachers how to build trust and improve learning outcomes for those children and young people
affected by trauma.

Developing Your Expertise as a SENCo
By Helen Knowler, Hazel Richards and Stephanie Brewster

Equips SENCOs and aspiring SENCOs to engage in high level continuing professional development activity
associated with studying for mandatory qualifications, and supports critical and innovative practice and career
progression. 

Effective Teaching for Anxious Learner  s
By Lilian Surgeson

This book provides teachers with a window into the minds of learners with anxiety, as well as
practical strategies and advice that will empower them to adapt their practice to better
meet the needs of these learners.  

£19.99
176pp

Published: 22/01/2024
ISBN: 9781915713483
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£24.99
218pp

Published: 18/09/2023
ISBN: 9781915080264

Good Autism Practice for Teachers: Embracing Neurodiversity and
Supporting Inclusion
By Karen Watson

Designed for primary and secondary trainees and teachers, this accessible book provides practical,
evidence-informed ways to support neurodivergent learners that will also benefit all pupils.

£19.99
160pp

Published: 15/03/2022
ISBN: 9781914171475 £19.99

160pp
Published: 17/02/2020
ISBN: 9781913063337

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

Strength-based Practice with Children and Families
By Angela Hodgkins and Alison Prowle

Focuses on using a strength-based approach when working with children and families; based on the belief
that there are always strengths in the most challenging of situations. This book helps those working with
children and families embed this approach in their practice to make a positive difference to children's lives.

A Critical Guide to the SEND Code of Practice 0-25 Years (2015)
By Janet Goepel, Jackie Scruton and Caroline Wheatley

A practical guide to the SEND CoP for trainees, teachers and other health and social care professionals working with
children and young people who present with special educational needs or disability. 
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£17.99
128pp

Published: 09/09/2024
ISBN: 9781915713155

Mental Health

£16.99
142pp

Published: 24/01/2020
ISBN: 9781913063016

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

A Whole School Approach to Mental Health and Well-being
By Jonathan Glazzard and Rachel Bostwick

Targeted strategies for developing a whole school approach to mental health provision, emphasising the
importance of creating a whole school culture that promotes a positive attitude towards mental health. 

Positive Mental Health for School Leaders
By Samuel Stones and Jonathan Glazzard

Comprehensive guidance and workable, evidence-informed strategies to support the mental well-being of
those with leadership roles in schools and colleges.

Staying Mentally Healthy During Your Teaching Career
By Samuel Stones and Jonathan Glazzard

This book examines a range of relevant issues surrounding teacher mental health including workload,
managing behaviour, developing resilience and managing professional relationships to address some of these
concerns and provide comprehensive guidance and workable, evidence-informed strategies to support all
those teaching in schools and colleges.

£21.99
140pp

Published: 24/01/2020
ISBN: 9781913063054

Meeting the Mental Health Needs of Young Children 0-5 Years
By Jonathan Glazzard, Marie Potter and Samuel Stones

Essential support for all trainees and practitioners working in early years contexts, helping them to understand and
mitigate against the risk factors of mental health needs in children from birth to 5. 

£16.99
132pp

Published: 13/05/2019
ISBN: 9781912508891
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£16.99
168pp

Published: 22/10/2018
ISBN: 9781912508129

£16.99
136pp

Published: 22/10/2018
ISBN: 9781912508167

£16.99
122pp

Published: 10/09/2018
ISBN: 9781912508082

Meeting the Mental Health Needs of Learners 11-18 Years
By Jonathan Glazzard and Kate Bancroft

The mental health of young people in secondary schools is a current concern. This book helps trainees and teachers
to identify and support young people with mental health needs, providing a range of evidence-based tools. 

www.criticalpublishing.com/education

Social Media and Mental Health in Schools
By Jonathan Glazzard and Colin Mitchell

Supports both primary and secondary trainees and teachers with understanding the links between social media use
and children and young people’s mental health. 

Meeting the Mental Health Needs of Children 4-11 Years
By Jonathan Glazzard and Caroline Bligh

Helps trainees and teachers to identify and support primary-aged children with mental health needs, providing
a range of evidence-based tools. It focuses on how teachers can attend to the specific mental health needs of
children aged 4-11 years. 

Supporting Behaviour by Building Resilience and Emotional Intelligence
By Victor Allen

A timely and necessary text for all trainees and teachers, this handy guide provides an understanding of and
strategies for building resilience and emotional intelligence to improve classroom behaviour, promote stress-
free teaching and so enhance learning.

£2299
160pp

Published: 30/08/2018
ISBN: 9781912508006
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Practical Teaching series

LIFT! Going up if teaching gets you down
By David Gumbrell

This could be just the LIFT you need in your teaching career! This practical, strategy-led book is suitable for trainees,
teachers and school leaders, and can be used to promote both individual reflection or a wider staff discussion around
the themes of resilience and well-being.

£16..99
96pp

Published: 03/04/2019
ISBN: 9781912508488

RISK: Signposting better choices to more adventurous teaching
By David Gumbrell

39 reflections to improve your decision making in the classroom and beyond.  This book follows on from David
Gumbrell’s text LIFT!, arguing that when you are feeling more resilient you have the courage and confidence to
take more risks. You can also calculate that risk more rationally, thereby making it less risky and more likely to
result in success. 

£17..99
136pp

Published: 05/05/2020
ISBN: 9781913063535

SPIN: Time and task management in teaching
By David Gumbrell

39 reflections to turn task completion into time for you. Following on from LIFT and RISK, David Gumbrell uses his
unique approach to help you juggle your workload and tackle your to do list with greater effectiveness. An increase in
productivity means you can create more time for you leading to improved well-being and a happier and relaxed
teaching experience.

£16..99
148pp

Published: 09/04/2021
ISBN: 9781913453732

If you can’t reach them you can’t teach them
By Kevin Hewitson

A book about putting learning relationships at the heart of your teaching; then everything else will fall into place
including positive behaviour management, stress reduction, student engagement and pupil progress. 

£19..99
232pp

Published: 15/02/2021
ISBN: 9781913453138
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£19..99
120pp

Published: 15/01/2021
ISBN: 9781913063573

In the Zone
By Mike Lansdown

In the Zone argues that challenge is an essential element of true learning, without which there can be no progress. It
brings together supportive materials to encourage teachers to reflect on their present practice, take sensible risks with
their teaching, and understand the importance of enjoyment and engagement for both teachers and pupils.
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All Change!
By Rhiannon Packer

This text examines transitions within education – between year groups, key stages and schools – and how they can be
managed and supported for the maximum benefit of the pupil.

Re-examining Success
By David Hughes

Provides the research and practical insights required for secondary schools to radically review and remodel exam
preparation provision to ensure more pupils, particularly those that are vulnerable, can perform to their potential.
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Published: 13/01/2020
ISBN: 9781913063092

Shifting Sands
By Gary Pykitt

A practical guide to a range of key contemporary issues in primary schools, with summaries of legislation and policy,
and workable strategies to embed them in the classroom.
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Published: 28/06/2019
ISBN: 9781912508532

Future-proof Your School
By David Hughes

Wouldn’t it be great if you could equip your school and yourself to face whatever the future might throw at you!
Wherever you are in your teaching career, this book provides an effective approach to change management that is
simple and sustainable.

£19..99
154pp

Published: 03/04/2019
ISBN: 9781912508440
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